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a b s t r a c t 

The present work introduces an annular combustion chamber operated at intermediate pressures. The 

combustor is operated with CH 4 -H 2 blends leading to a variety of azimuthal combustion instabilities. 

The influence of the hydrogen content, the air mass flow rate and the equivalence ratio on the instabili- 

ties is investigated over a wide range of operating conditions with mean chamber pressures from 1.5 to 

3.3 bar. This leads to a range of exit boundary conditions, from partially to fully reflecting. It is found 

that pure methane and methane-hydrogen mixtures with low hydrogen contents result in stable com- 

bustion. However, when the hydrogen content reaches 25% by volume high-amplitude instabilities are 

excited, which exhibit higher order harmonics with significant pressure amplitude contributions. Such 

harmonic response was not previously observed in atmospheric annular combustors. The amplitudes de- 

crease slightly when the H 2 content is increased further. The harmonic response is found to be ampli- 

tude dependent with fewer significant harmonic contributions occurring at low-amplitudes and a cut-on 

amplitude of the fundamental mode at which higher harmonics become significant. The interaction be- 

tween the harmonic components of the pressure amplitudes is shown to follow a quadratic relationship. 

The modal response was analyzed and it was found that all high-amplitude instabilities feature clockwise 

spinning modes whereas lower-amplitude instabilities feature counter clockwise spinning modes. Finally, 

a low- and high-amplitude case were investigated in detail and phase-averaged images are discussed. The 

low-amplitude instabilities result in flame dynamics similar to those observed in atmospheric combus- 

tors previously whereas the high-amplitude instabilities exhibit large oscillations in the flame height and 

intensity. A characterization of the boundary conditions is also provided for numerical simulations which 

includes temperature measurements, acoustic characterization and cold flow velocity profiles. 

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. on behalf of The Combustion Institute. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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. Introduction 

The shift towards renewable energy sources, such as wind and 

olar power, is leading to an increasing share of intermittent en- 

rgy sources in the future energy mix. Gas turbines are seen as 

 vital enabling technology for renewable energy sources as they 

re highly dispatchable, meaning they can be rapidly deployed to 

tabilize the grid [1] . 

A promising way to reduce carbon emissions is to increase the 

se of hydrogen as a fuel. While the introduction of hydrogen 

nto the fuel (usually CH 4 ) can increase the flammability limit and 

ower density, the high reactivity of hydrogen can also promote 
∗ Corresponding author. 
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ashback [2] . Even a modest addition of hydrogen leads to an in- 

rease in the laminar flame speed and a reduction of the flame 

eight which can have a major impact on the thermoacoustic sta- 

ility of a combustor [3,4] . 

Thermoacoustic instabilities result from a constructive coupling 

etween the acoustic field and fluctuations in the heat release rate 

hat lead to large pressure oscillations [5] , thereby limiting the op- 

rational envelope and reducing the life time of the combustor. De- 

pite decades of investigation, self-excited thermoacoustic instabil- 

ties still remain a serious problem and further understanding of 

he phenomenon in practically relevant configurations is needed 

6,7] . 

Modern gas turbines and aeroengines often have annular 

ombustion chambers. Azimuthal modes propagating in either 

irection around the annulus have been observed in industrial 

ombustors [8–10] , and have been reproduced in atmospheric 
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ressure laboratory combustors [11–13] , as well as high-fidelity 

umerical simulations [14,15] . Azimuthal modes can take the form 

f standing modes, with a fixed nodal line position, spinning 

odes with the nodal line spinning around the annulus at the 

peed of sound, or a combination of both leading to mixed modes. 

hese modes can undergo continuous transitions between either 

ode nature [11,12,14,16] , a phenomenon commonly referred to as 

odal dynamics [9] . Over the last decade, the dynamic nature of 

hese modes has received significant attention from the scientific 

ommunity. Modal dynamics were shown to be dominated by 

he effects of symmetry breaking [11,17–20] and turbulent noise 

9,21,22] . 

Even though several laboratory annular combustion chambers 

ow exist [11,13,23] , they usually feature an exit boundary condi- 

ion open to atmosphere. This complicates the transferability to 

ndustrial engines (gas turbines for power generation operate at 

round 20 bar [24] ) and the ability to conduct high fidelity numer- 

cal simulations due to complex boundary conditions [6,25] . Sub- 

equently, there is a need for choked experimental rigs, enabling 

he study of combustion instabilities with more realistic acous- 

ic boundary conditions at higher pressures, turbulence levels and 

ower densities. 

There has been a number of studies investigating the dynam- 

cs of swirl or bluff body stabilized flames at elevated pressure in 

ingle isolated flames. Freitag et al. [26] measured flame transfer 

unctions (FTFs) from 1 . 1 − 5 bar to investigate the effect of pres- 

ure on the FTF. They found that pressure can introduce a phase 

hift, which has an influence on the stability of a combustor. In 

erms of the gain, the effect of pressure led to a higher response at 

igher frequencies and the opposite at low frequencies. This find- 

ng was supported by Cheung et al. [27] . Sabatino et al. [28] found

hat elevated pressure modifies the flame-vortex interactions caus- 

ng an increase in the gain. It was also found that the effect of 

ressure on flame interaction was fuel-dependent. While the lo- 

al maxima of the FTF increased monotonically for methane, for 

ropane it increased until 3 bar and then dropped. 

Under well controlled laboratory conditions there are only a 

ew pressurized experiments in annular combustion chambers. 

anaca et al. [29,30] introduced a down-scaled model of an Al- 

tom gas turbine, which was operated at elevated pressure but did 

ot feature self-excited azimuthal instabilities under fully choked 

xit conditions. Under forced operation, they observed a difference 

etween FTFs of the single sector and annular combustor which 

as attributed to differences in the resulting aerodynamics. Mazur 

t al. [31] reported self-excited longitudinal and azimuthal modes 

n a pressurized annular combustor. However, the occurrence of az- 

muthal modes was linked to a flashback phenomenon precluding 

ong run times but strong harmonic contributions appeared which 

ere not observed in previous atmospheric studies. 

In addition to the effect of pressure on self-excited azimuthal 

odes, information on the thermal state and acoustic boundary 

onditions of the combustor is also needed for high-fidelity sim- 

lations. Progress depends on both simulations and experiments, 

nd therefore, part of the aim of this research is to provide a test 

ase that can replicate as many of the important boundary con- 

itions found on a real engine as possible, whilst maintaining the 

ell-controlled conditions of an optically accessible lab setup. 

This work constitutes the first detailed study of azimuthal com- 

ustion instabilities at elevated pressures across a wide range of 

perating conditions in order to study the modal dynamics, the 

ole of pressure scaling on the response, and to examine in more 

etail the behaviour of the harmonic contributions. In addition, 

 thorough characterization of the boundary conditions was per- 

ormed. 

The paper is organized as follows. First, the setup and the oper- 

ting conditions are introduced. Then the general system response 
376 
n terms of the amplitudes and nature of the modes is investi- 

ated and analyzed for different hydrogen contents, air flow rate 

nd equivalence ratio. We then focus our investigation on two par- 

icular cases, a high- and low-pressure amplitude case, by analyz- 

ng their pressure time-series and flame dynamics. 

. Experimental methods 

.1. Intermediate pressure annular (IPA) combustor 

A schematic of the combustor is presented in Fig. 1 . Premixed 

uel-air mixtures are fed into a cylindrical plenum that condi- 

ions the flow (through a bed of glass beads in the expansion) 

efore it passes through a 22 mm thick sintered metal plate and 

s divided between twelve burners. The twelve burners are com- 

rised of tubes that hold the bluff bodies and counter clockwise 

wirlers (as viewed from above) which are equally spaced around 

he circumference of the annular combustor. The lower section of 

he outer wall consists of a quartz glass window enabling opti- 

al access for high-speed imaging. The combustion chamber has 

 length of 168 mm and an inner/outer diameter of d i = 128 mm 

nd d o = 212 mm respectively. The outer and inner walls, as well as 

he dump plane are cooled by separate water circuits. The cham- 

er ends with a symmetric contraction (contraction ratio CR c = 7 ) 

efore the flow is passed through a choking plate ( CR p = 5 ), which

urther reduces the outer diameter, leading to CR total = 35 . A sec- 

nd choking plate can be mounted upstream of the plenum expan- 

ion. 

Further details and a limited set of data with the upper chok- 

ng plate are presented in A.1 for comparison, an acoustic charac- 

erization of the glass bead section, the sintered metal plate and 

he swirler is found in A.2 and the supplemental material. Details 

bout the pressure drop across the sintered metal plate are pre- 

ented in A.3 and information about the cooling heat transfer in 

ppendix D . The complete 3D CAD model is available in the sup- 

lemental material. 

.2. Experimental measurements 

Dynamic pressure measurements (Kulite XCE-093 sensors, 

.43 ×10 −4 mVP a −1 ) were recorded at five azimuthal positions 

 �0 −4 = 0 , 30 , 60 , 120 and 240 ◦) and two longitudinal positions in

he injector tube at z 1 = −81 mm (upper microphone) and z 2 = 

133 mm . The signals were acquired at a sampling frequency f s = 

1 . 2 kHz and digitized using a 24-bit DAQ system (NI model 9174). 

dditionally two Danfoss MBS 30 0 0 pressure sensors monitor the 

ean pressure in the combustion chamber and the plenum. 

A high-speed camera (Phantom V2012) with intensifier and 

V filter ( λ = 310 nm , FWHM 10 nm) and a photo multiplier 

ube (PMT) with the same UV filter are used to capture OH 

∗- 

hemiluminescence at � = 30 ◦. 

To determine the temperature of the bluff body, dump plane 

nd inner wall at certain locations, a pyrometer (Optris CT Laser 

MH) was used. An explanation of the procedure and temperatures 

or two operating conditions are provided in Appendix C . 

.3. Operating conditions and experimental procedure 

The operating conditions are described in Table 1 . Air mass flow 

ates ranged from 61.25 to 122.5 gs −1 and the fuel was composed 

f methane (CH 4 ) with varying quantities of hydrogen (H 2 ). Air and 

uel are combined in a mixing chamber upstream of the plenum. A 

ange of volume fractions P V = 

˙ V H2 / ( ̇ V CH4 + 

˙ V H2 ) of 0 − 0 . 5 , where

 is no hydrogen and 1 is pure hydrogen, were investigated. This 

atio can be translated to the power fraction P , resulting in a 
H 
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the Intermediate Pressure Annular (IPA) combustor with (b) top view showing the azimuthal position of microphones and the high-speed camera 

to acquire OH 

∗-chemiluminescence, (c) detailed view of the modified bluff body/swirler assembly (d) Photograph of the IPA combustor during operation and e) quasi- 

instantaneous image of the flame dynamics. 

Table 1 

Operating conditions in terms of the air mass flow rate ˙ m a , the hydrogen power 

fraction P H , the hydrogen volume fraction P V , the equivalence ratio �, the laminar 

flame speed at p = 2 bar and the resulting thermal power P and exit bulk velocities 

u b . 

Stable Presented data set Flashback 

˙ m a [g/s −1 ] 61.25–122.5 

P H 0-0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 

P V 0-0.14 0.25 0.35 0.43 0.5 

� 0.65-1.0 

s L [m/s −1 ] 0.17-0.35 0.19-0.39 0.2-0.43 

P [kW] 170-350 

u b [m/s −1 ] 28-22 
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ange of 0 − 0 . 25 , which was investigated in steps of 0.05. Al-

hough stability maps were performed for P H = 0 and 0.05, none of 

he investigated cases featured self-excited instabilities. For P H = 

 . 25 it was found that the combustor was prone to flashback. Sub- 

equently, this work will focus on P H = 0 . 1 − 0 . 2 with an equiva-

ence ratio ( �) range of 0 . 65 − 1 with steps of 0.05. 

Ignition and light-around was performed at ˙ m a = 40 . 83 gs −1 , 

= 0 . 7 and initiated by a rich ethylene pilot flame at � = 0 ◦.

his differs from the usual method of ignition in laboratory an- 

ular combustion chambers, which typically use one or multiple 

park ignitors [32,33] . In the present procedure a combustible mix- 

ure is introduced into the combustion chamber only after the pilot 

ame has been successfully ignited. As soon as a combustible fuel- 

ir mixture reaches the chamber, the pilot ignites a flame kernel 

hich is advected downstream towards the choking plate where 

t ignites a larger portion of fuel-air mixture and initiates the full 

ight-around which eventually leads to a stabilization of the sin- 

le flames on the bluff bodies. After successful ignition, the pilot 

ame is switched off and the flow rates of air and fuel are linearly 

constant �) increased over 10 s before � is increased over 5 s to 

each the target operating condition. 
377 
.4. Mode determination 

The investigated operating conditions feature self-excited az- 

muthal modes, which occasionally show significant harmonic 

omponents. To separate the different components and harmonic 

ontributions of the azimuthal modes (of order n ), the pressure 

ime series are bandpass-filtered with a bandpass width of � f = 

00 Hz centered on the peak frequency f n . 

To determine the nature of the azimuthal modes, the Quater- 

ion formalism, introduced by Ghirardo and Bothien [34] is used. 

he acoustic pressure in an annulus can be represented as 

p ( �, t ) = A cos ( n (� − θ ) ) cos ( χ) cos ( ωt + ϕ ) 

+ A sin ( n (� − θ ) ) sin ( χ) sin ( ωt + ϕ ) , (1) 

ith � as the azimuthal coordinate and n describing the order of 

he mode. The orders n = 1 − 5 are herein referred to as the fun-

amental and the first to fourth harmonic frequencies. A describes 

he amplitude of the mode. The slowly varying real-valued angle 

(t) describes the angular location of the anti-nodal line and it 

s bounded between −π and π . However, it is important to note 

hat for an increasing order of the azimuthal modes, the number 

f anti-nodal lines increases. For example for n = 1 , one anti-nodal 

ine exists, whose position is described by θ or θ + π, while a 

ode of n = 2 features two anti-nodal lines whose positions are 

escribed by θ or θ + π/ 2 . Subsequently, for an unambiguous de- 

cription, each anti-nodal line position will be described in a range 

f [0 , π/n ] . 

The nature angle is described by the slowly varying real-valued 

ngle χ(t) and indicates whether the azimuthal eigenmode is a 

tanding wave ( χ = 0 ), a pure clockwise (CW) or counterclock- 

ise (CCW) spinning wave ( χ = ∓π/ 4 ) or a mix of both for 0 <

 χ | < π/ 4 . We adopt the reference frame where a CW spinning

ode will rotate against � and a CCW spinning mode with � (see 
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Fig. 2. Mean flame shape and corresponding streamwise distribution of the inte- 

grated heat release rate for stable operating conditions: ˙ m a = 91 . 87 gs −1 , a) P H = 0.1, 

� = 0 . 65 and b) P H = 0.2, � = 0 . 65 . 
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ig. 1 ). The fourth variable ϕ describes the temporal phase which 

s related to slow and small changes of the frequency. 

. Experimental results 

.1. General system response and stability maps 

Mean flame shapes for two stable operating conditions are 

hown in Fig. 2 with the streamwise distribution of the integrated 

eat release rate depicted by grey plots on adjacent sides. Increas- 

ng hydrogen enrichment increases the flame temperature, laminar 

nd turbulent flame speeds (see Table 1 ) and changes the Lewis 

umber (as the diffusivity of hydrogen is high) which generally 

eads to shorter, more compact flames for the same power [35,36] . 

n comparison to the previous configuration [31] the flames are 

ore compact and the modified bluff body leads to a wider flame 

ngle with stronger flame-flame interactions at the end of the 

ame brushes which corresponds to the location of maximum heat 

elease rate. 

Although the flame is slightly more compact when P H = 0 . 2 , the

ocation of maximum heat release rate remains at the end of the 

ame brush. It also reduces interactions with neighbouring flames. 

his is shown by the much larger interacting region for P H = 0 . 1

n comparison to P H = 0 . 2 . For the P H = 0 . 1 case, the flame brushes

rom adjacent flames can be seen to merge near the side edges of 

he image. This creates a large vertically oriented region of high 

eat release rate between the flames found along the sides of the 

mage which extends downstream. This is not observed for the 

 H = 0 . 2 flame although there is some evidence of interactions at 

he flame tips. 

Fig. 3 shows the mean chamber pressure p , bulk velocity u b , 

undamental azimuthal frequency f and the thermal power over a 

ange of � for different ˙ m a for P H = 0 . 1 . For clarity, data points for

ll mass flows are only displayed for P H = 0 . 1 , while P H = 0 . 15 and

.2 are plotted for ˙ m a = 91 . 87 gs −1 only. 

With increasing ˙ m a and � the chamber pressure p increases 

rom 1.5 to 3.3 bar. When p > 1 . 89 bar the choked condition 

s reached resulting in a fully reflected condition. Therefore cases 

ith ˙ m a > 102 . 08 gs −1 always result in a choked exit condition, 

hile it depends on � for lower ˙ m a . In contrast to p , u b decreases 

ith increasing � due to the increasing gas temperature and pres- 

ure. Nonetheless, increasing ˙ m a leads to a slight increase in u b . 

he increased flame temperature with hydrogen addition also af- 

ects the mean gas temperature in the chamber and thereby the 

scillation frequency. The fundamental frequency f lies between 

450 − 1650 Hz and increases with � as expected and is relatively 

nsensitive to changes in ˙ m a except at the lowest flow rate. At a 

xed operating point an increase in P H results in an increase of P 

nd f whereas p and u b remain almost unaffected noting that only 

mall hydrogen mass fractions were investigated. 
378 
During the experiments the combustor exhibited both stable 

nd unstable conditions, including a wide range of instabilities. 

igs. 4 and E.6 display the amplitudes normalized by the chamber 

ressure and the nature angle of the azimuthal modes. Each sub- 

lot corresponds to a specific ˙ m a and P H . The color denotes the fre- 

uency of the azimuthal mode, e.g. light yellow denotes the funda- 

ental frequency, while purple denotes the fourth harmonic. The 

ormalized amplitude was calculated using the mean value of the 

uaternion amplitude at the upper microphone normalized by the 

hamber pressure. The bar markers show the standard deviation 

f the time-series for three separate runs (separate test days) illus- 

rating the repeatability of the experiments. A major difference to 

revious experiments at atmospheric pressures [11,13] is the occur- 

ence of significant higher harmonics for high-amplitude instabili- 

ies which will be discussed later in the paper. 

Focusing on the general system response first, Fig. 4 shows that 

he combustor is unstable over large parts of the stability map and 

table at lean values of � as well as the lowest values of ˙ m a for 

 H = 0 . 1 . With small amounts of hydrogen addition the normalized 

mplitudes of the fundamental eigenmode reach values that are 

ear the peak values or higher than those found previously in at- 

ospheric annular combustors [11–13] . Peak oscillation amplitudes 

ccur for P H = 0 . 1 and the largest ˙ m a . They reach 2% of the cham-

er pressure which translates to 6 kPa at the upper microphone 

nd 8.5 kPa at the dump plane (evaluated from the multiple mi- 

rophone method). 

In all cases the onset of the instabilities occurs at leaner oper- 

ting conditions with increasing ˙ m a . A similar trend is also found 

or increasing P H . 

Considering the case of P H = 0 . 1 , A increases slightly with ˙ m a .

ust after the onset of the instability, the amplitude of the funda- 

ental mode initially shows a weak but non-monotonic variation 

ith � with a consistent dip in the amplitude occurring around 

= 0 . 85 after which further increases in � result in an increase 

n A . Overall, the amplitude variation of the higher harmonics also 

hows similar trends. The only notable difference being a slight de- 

rease in A of the first harmonic for increasing �. 

For P H = 0 . 15 , the onset of the instabilities occurs at leaner

, however the overall trends are similar to those observed for 

 H = 0 . 1 . Initially the amplitude of the excited fundamental mode 

s slightly lower compared to the P H = 0 . 1 case but eventually in-

reases to similar values. The amplitude variation with � shows 

 stronger non-monontic response and an increasingly pronounced 

ip in amplitude when ˙ m a > 81 . 67 gs −1 . The location of the dip oc-

urs at increasing equivalence ratio as ˙ m a is increased and there- 

ore exhibits a Strouhal number dependence (which is not shown 

irectly here for brevity). The amplitude response of the harmonics 

ollows the fundamental component closely. The harmonics only 

each a significant amplitude when the amplitude of the funda- 

ental mode is high. This cut-on behaviour is described later. It is 

lso worth noting that at this hydrogen power fraction, self-excited 

nstabilities appear for the lowest ˙ m a reducing the stability win- 

ow. 

When P H is increased to 0.2, the amplitudes are significantly 

ower compared to the previous cases. Only at stoichiometric con- 

itions and lower mass flow rates does the amplitude of the fun- 

amental mode surpass 1%. 

While the results are not presented, at P H = 0 . 25 the amplitudes

f the instabilities continued to decrease. However, at this hydro- 

en power fraction occasional flashback events were observed at 

igh �. For low levels of hydrogen addition, P H = 0 − 0 . 05 , the

ombustor was stable. Based on the large differences in amplitude 

or differing P H one can see that the stability of the combustor is 

trongly affected by hydrogen enrichment and varying trends are 

bserved for each distinct set of P cases. 
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Fig. 3. Mean pressure p , bulk velocity u b , fundamental frequency of the azimuthal mode f and thermal power P as functions of ˙ m a , � and P H . 

Fig. 4. Mean and standard deviation of the amplitude at the upper microphone for the azimuthal modes (order n = 1 − 5 ) as functions of ˙ m a , � and P H . Color denotes the 

frequency. Triangular markers correspond to p < 1 . 89 bar , circles to choked conditions at p > 1 . 89 bar . 
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Fig. 5. Amplitude of the fundamental component A n =1 versus amplitudes of the harmonic components A n =2 −5 . Color denotes the order n of the azimuthal component and 

the marker P H . Circular markers correspond to P H = 0 . 1 , triangles to P H = 0 . 15 and diamonds to P H = 0 . 2 . Dashed lines depict the best quadratic (a) and linear (b-e) fits. 
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Interestingly, the general system response seems not to be al- 

ered when the choking condition is fulfilled, for example at ap- 

roximately � = 0 . 9 and ˙ m a = 81 . 67 gs −1 for all P H . A likely rea-

on for this is that the exit nozzle is already strongly reflecting 

or chamber pressures > 1 . 5 bar [37] , thereby when the chamber 

ressure of 1.89 bar is approached there is not a drastic change in 

erms of the acoustic boundary condition. 

.2. Harmonic response 

The presence of higher harmonics can indicate the presence of 

onlinear dynamics. However modelling approaches such as the 

ame describing function (FDF) do not take them into account 

ased on the assumption that harmonic contributions are small 

38] . There are examples where harmonics can contribute signif- 

cantly to the overall sound pressure level and be included within 

he FDF framework [39] and given the results presented so far 

re worth further investigation. The role of harmonics has been 

nvestigated previously for single burners under both self-excited 

40] and forced conditions [41] . Until now, higher harmonics have 

ot been observed in annular combustors at atmospheric con- 

itions. Under pressurized conditions, their occurrence has been 

imited to operating conditions with strong intermittent flashback 

vents that were coupled to large-amplitude oscillations [31] . As 

hown in Fig. 4 , in the present work, harmonics corresponding to 

zimuthal modes of order n = 2 − 5 are excited for a wide range of

perating conditions. 

Fig. 5 plots the relative normalized amplitudes of the harmon- 

cs versus the fundamental and shows that there is a correlation 

etween the amplitude of the fundamental and the amplitudes of 

he higher harmonics. A cut-on amplitude for the first harmonic 

an be identified in Fig. 5 a), which shows that the amplitude of 

 2 only becomes significant when the normalized amplitude of 

 1 surpasses ≈ 0 . 35% . Higher cut-on amplitudes were found for 

he higher harmonic contributions (not shown here). However, this 

ut-on behaviour cannot be solely due to the large amplitudes 

s significant harmonics have not been observed in atmospheric 

xperiments with similarly large amplitude instabilities [42] . This 

trongly suggests that the choked exit conditions play an impor- 

ant role given that the acoustic reflection drops significantly with 

ncreasing frequency for an open end [43] in an atmospheric com- 

ustor. Similar to [40,41] , we observe a quadratic dependence of 

he amplitudes of the first harmonic on the fundamental com- 

onent. As shown in Fig. 5 the amplitude of the higher harmon- 

cs shows a dependence on the fundamental to the n th power al- 

hough there is a notable increase in scatter with increasing order. 

.3. Nature angle and modal response 

The nature angles of the self-excited modes are plotted in Fig. 6 . 

nly data points exhibiting a normalized amplitude larger than 
380 
 . 05% are included. In general, the system response near onset 

onditions leads to CCW spinning modes although there are some 

ases where standing modes occur. For conditions further away 

rom the stability border the nature angle shows that most of 

he self-excited modes are strongly spinning in the CW direction 

ver the instability range with the exception of the case where 

 H = 0 . 15 , ˙ m a = 122 . 5 gs −1 and � = 0 . 85 which repeatedly features

 strong CCW spinning mode with a normalized amplitude of 1 . 5% 

see Fig. 4 ) and significant harmonics. For cases where P H = 0 . 2 the

ature angle shows that the predominantly CW spinning modes 

end more towards mixed modes in comparison to the other cases. 

The dynamics observed in these stability maps differ strongly 

rom observations made in the atmospheric version of this com- 

ustor [11,12] , which has the same dimensions except for the out- 

et boundary condition and the bluff bodies. In the present work, 

he spinning modes approach pure spinning modes which have, 

o date, not been typically found in noisy atmospheric annular 

ombustors, which have showed a predominant tendency towards 

tanding modes and mixed modes. A further difference is the sup- 

ression of modal dynamics [9] , which we define as the instan- 

aneous transitions between standing, spinning and mixed modes. 

n addition to the change in acoustic boundary conditions, these 

nstabilities have comparably high limit-cycle amplitudes and are 

ubsequently further away from the bifurcation point which may 

ct to prevent instantaneous mode switching due to a larger po- 

ential barrier [16] between different attractors. Subsequently, the 

argest degree of switching and therefore an increased standard de- 

iation, is observed close to the stability borders, while the mode 

as not observed to change nature as soon as the CW state was 

eached. 

A handful of theoretical papers have tried to shed light on the 

ode selection in annular combustors [9,20,21,44,45] . Specifically, 

45] showed that the ratio of the amplitude to background noise 

f the combustor is a key parameter that determines the nature of 

he mode. Thereby an increasing amplitude is expected to excite 

urer spinning modes. To the best of the authors’ knowledge this 

as not been investigated experimentally. Fig. 7 shows the relation 

f A and χ on the fundamental and the harmonic components over 

he full range of operating conditions. Overall, Fig. 7 shows that 

s the amplitude increases the modes tend towards strongly CW 

pinning modes for all harmonics. Beginning with the fundamental 

ode, standing modes appear first at low amplitudes which then 

uickly transition towards CCW modes as the amplitude increases. 

t high amplitudes mixed/CW spinning modes become dominant. 

he occurrence of CCW spinning modes decreases with mode or- 

er as almost pure CW spinning states become dominant. This is 

elated to the cut-on amplitudes observed in Fig. 5 . 

Fig. 7 also shows different behaviour to previous observations 

ade in [31] , where the higher order modes could have a differ- 

nt χ and showed a higher probability of standing modes. How- 
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Fig. 6. Mean and standard deviation of the nature angle for the azimuthal modes (order n = 1 − 5 ) as functions of ˙ m a , � and P H . Color denotes the frequency. Triangular 

markers correspond to p < 1 . 89 bar , circles to choked conditions at p > 1 . 89 bar . 

Fig. 7. Nature angle in dependence of the amplitude for the fundamental and harmonic components. Circular markers correspond to P H = 0.1, triangles to P H = 0.15 and 

diamonds to P H = 0 . 2 . 
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ver, that could be attributed to the occurrence of states where 

ot all burners exhibited flashback which introduced a significant 

symmetry in the heat release response over the annulus, thereby 

ushing the mode towards a standing mode [9,21] . 

Although not shown for brevity, it is worth mentioning that 

learly preferred orientation angles for the pressure anti-nodes 

f the standing component, θ, were observed for each operating 

ondition. While the modes are mostly strongly spinning and the 

tanding component of the mode therefore had a minor amplitude, 
381 
 preferred θ is most likely an indicator of small geometrical asym- 

etries that lead to the anti-nodal line locking into a certain po- 

ition [18,20] . When the harmonic components also showed a pre- 

erred orientation, the preferred nodal line position, θn , were not 

lways same. For the cases studied it was often found that θ1 and 

2 collapsed, but that the higher harmonics preferred different ori- 

ntations (see for example Fig. 9 ). For the P H = 0 . 1 and 0.15 cases,

and θ are centered around 20 − 30 ◦ but for P = 0 . 2 the pre-
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Fig. 8. Time-series, PDFs and phase space plots at ˙ m a = 91 . 87 gs −1 for differing � and P H . 
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erred anti-nodal line position transitions quasi-linearly from 60 to 

0 ◦ for increasing �. 

.4. Time series and phase space 

Fig. 8 aims to provide a more visual representation of how the 

armonic contributions influence the time-series of the pressure 

uctuations p ’ . The plotted data corresponds to ˙ m a = 91 . 87 gs −1 

nd compares the time-series (with corresponding PDFs) and the 

hase space plots for P H = 0 . 1 − 0 . 2 (shown in rows) for different

quivalence ratios, � = 0 . 7 , 0.8, 0.9 and 1.0 (shown in columns). 

he time-series data are cropped to segment lengths of 10 ms 

hile the data used to calculate the PDFs corresponds to a seg- 

ent of 5 s. 

Focusing on the first row, the combustor is initially stable at 

= 0 . 7 , which is visualized by random trajectories in phase space

nd the flat response of p ′ . At � = 0 . 8 the combustor features

 strong limit-cycle that has significant harmonic contributions 

hich manifests in a distortion of the phase space and a highly 

symmetric PDF which has its mean probability in the region of 

egative fluctuations. With increasing � the peak-to-peak ampli- 

ude increases along with the harmonic contribution, leading to a 

trongly distorted phase space and an increasing number of peaks 

n the PDF of p ′ . 
As previously discussed, when P H is increased the amplitude 

nd the degree of harmonic contributions decrease. At P H = 0 . 15 

nd � = 0 . 8 − 0 . 9 the phase space is only slightly distorted result-

ng in a more sinusoidal response but still features an asymmetry 

n its PDF. For � = 1 the signal is highly distorted with the PDF 

howing a different distribution compared to the lower hydrogen 

ontent case although the amplitude of the fundamental mode is 

omparable. Still, there is a higher probability of negative p ′ values, 

ut two smaller peaks occur in the PDF for positive values. The 
382 
eason for this is that the amplitudes of the harmonics decrease 

ith order. Higher harmonics are suppressed when P H = 0 . 2 as is

vident in the sinusoidal response in the pressure time-series. At 

= 0 . 8 − 0 . 9 the PDF is symmetric and the phase space shows a

niform torus which again becomes distorted for � = 1 . 

Interestingly, one observes that higher harmonic contributions 

lways lead to a deformation of the acoustic wave, such that the 

eading edge has a steeper slope than the trailing edge. This phe- 

omenon is known as wave steepening and constitutes a well doc- 

mented non-linear phenomenon [46] . 

.5. Investigation of a high and low-amplitude instability operating 

ondition 

In this section we analyze two specific operating condi- 

ions more closely: One that features a high-amplitude mode 

ith significant harmonics ( P H = 0 . 1 , ˙ m a = 91 . 87 gs −1 , � = 0 . 8 )

nd one featuring a low-amplitude instability ( P H = 0 . 2 , ˙ m a =
1 . 87 gs −1 , � = 0 . 8 ) with weak harmonics. These cases were cho-

en as their operating conditions lead to chamber pressures which 

re high enough to choke the exit nozzle, while the thermal stress 

s still relatively low, enabling run times that bring the combustor 

lose to thermal equilibrium. Extensive temperature measurements 

f these two cases are presented in Appendix C . 

Fig. 9 shows the time-series, the sound pressure level (SPL) and 

DFs of the three slow flow variables A, χ, and θ of the resulting 

odes. 

The ramp procedure for both cases is identical and the onset 

f the instabilities occurs shortly before the target operating con- 

ition is reached. Comparing the SPLs, one can see drastic differ- 

nces not only in the SPL of the fundamental component, which is 

ore than 10 dB higher for P H = 0 . 1 but also in the harmonic com-

onents which remain significant up to frequencies around 12 kHz. 
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Fig. 9. Pressure time-series, sound pressure level (SPL) and PDFs of the slow flow variables for P H = 0 . 1 (a-e) and P H = 0 . 2 (f-j), ˙ m a = 91 . 87 gs −1 , � = 0 . 8 . The orientation 

angle θ is displayed from [0, π/ 2 ] for viewing clarity as no occurrence of θn =1 > π/ 2 was observed. 

Fig. 10. Mean flame shape and corresponding streamwise distribution of the integrated heat release rate for unstable operating conditions: ˙ m a = 91 . 87 gs −1 , a) P H = 0 . 1 , 

� = 0 . 8 and b) P H = 0 . 2 , � = 0 . 8 . 
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hile both cases feature strongly CW spinning modes, χ is closer 

o a standing/mixed mode for P H = 0 . 2 . No major variability in χ
s observed for the fundamental and the harmonic components at 

 H = 0 . 1 , but the nature angle of the fundamental mode is signifi-

antly lower compared to that of the first harmonic for P H = 0 . 2 . 

For clarity, θ is displayed from [0, π/ 2 ] as no occurrence of 

n =1 > π/ 2 was observed. Generally, preferred anti-nodal line po- 

itions were observed for every n . For P H = 0 . 1 , the preferred θ
or n = 1 , 2 , 5 lies at ≈ 20 ◦ whereas for n = 3 , 4 it lies at ≈ 0 ◦

nd 45 ◦ respectively. For P H = 0 . 2 , θ is only shown for n = 1 , 2 as

he amplitudes were very low for the higher harmonics. While the 

referred anti-nodal line location for both orders is at ≈ 55 ◦, this 

ocation differs from the locations observed for P H = 0 . 1 . 

For comparison to Fig. 2 , the mean flame shapes for the inves- 

igated cases are shown in Fig. 10 . One has to note that despite the
383 
mall differences in flame speed and temperature due to the differ- 

nt hydrogen mass fractions, the main difference between the two 

ases is the amplitude of the instability. Therefore any difference 

bserved in the flame dynamics of the two cases is most likely re- 

ated to the amplitude of the oscillation (and therefore only indi- 

ectly to P H ). During the instability, a drastic change in flame shape 

ccurs for both cases leading to more compact flames. While the 

table flames exhibit a slight asymmetry, this asymmetry is in- 

reased for the unstable flames leading to a stronger mean heat 

elease rate on the right side of the flame. This may also be re- 

ated to the effect of the spinning direction of the acoustic mode 

n the fluctuating heat release rate [47] . 

To investigate the flame dynamics of both cases, the phase- 

veraged responses are shown in Fig. 11 . For the low-amplitude 

ase (bottom row) flame shapes similar to the stable flames are 
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Fig. 11. Phase averaged images for ˙ m a = 91 . 87 gs −1 at � = 0 . 8 and P H = 0 . 1 corresponding to a high amplitude case (top row) and 0.2 corresponding to a low amplitude 

case (bottom row). Large modulations to the flame height and intensity are observed compared to the low-amplitude flame dynamics in the bottom row which shows the 

flame deformed by structures but not affecting the flame height. To calculate the phase averages, the images were divided in 20 bins based on the phase of the fundamental 

frequency which resulted in more than 300 images per bin. 
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bserved and the flame height shows minimal variation over the 

ycle. In response to the velocity oscillations at the inlet, the shear 

ayers roll-up leading to the formation of vortex structures which 

re advected downstream along the flame as can be seen by the 

odulations along the flame. The presence of such vortex struc- 

ures is inferred, as these structures roll-up the flame, resulting 

n observable wrinkles in the phase average distribution. In the 

ase of purely longitudinal velocity oscillations, distortions due to 

ortex-flame interactions would be axisymmetric. However, these 

zimuthal instabilties result in both longitudinal and azimuthal ve- 

ocity oscillations, resulting in an asymmetric response, as shown 

y the side-to-side flapping motion. This asymmetry can be seen 

s a slight stagger between the wrinkles on either side of the 

ame. The flame roll up is also observed to be stronger on the 

ight hand side ( t/T = 1 / 10 − 4 / 10 ) which is likely the reason for

he increased asymmetry in Fig. 10 . This suppression of the shear 

ayer disturbance on one side of the flame depending on the spin- 

ing direction was previously observed at atmospheric conditions 

n [47] . 

Much stronger modulations to the flame shape including a 

ore pronounced asymmetric response appear for the high- 

mplitude case. This results in much stronger variation of the fluc- 

uating heat release rate. The large pressure amplitudes manifest 

n strong axial and transverse motions of the flame which strongly 

istort the flame shape. The stronger transverse flapping motion at 

he base of the flame, are an indication of stronger azimuthal ve- 

ocity oscillations. The resulting flame dynamics give rise to a re- 

ion of peak heat-release rate on the right side of the flame where 

he interaction with the neighboring flame occurs. 

. Conclusion 

The present work introduces an annular combustion chamber 

perating at elevated pressures and exhibiting self-excited com- 

ustion instabilities for a wide range of operating conditions. The 

argest amplitude self-excited response was found for a hydro- 

en content of 25% by volume while the amplitudes decreased for 

arger hydrogen contents. The amplitude of the instabilities showed 

 non-monotonic dependency on the chamber pressure (which is 

ontrolled by the air mass flow rate). While the amplitude tended 

o increase slightly with increasing pressure for 25% and 35% hy- 

rogen, it decreased slightly for 43%. For all blends amplitude dips 

ere observed at intermediate equivalence ratios. When the com- 

ustor featured a high-amplitude instability, significant harmonic 

ontributions are observed, distinguishing these instabilities clearly 

rom recent results in atmospheric combustors. Complex interac- 

ions between the fundamental and harmonic components were 

bserved and a quadratic dependence between the amplitude of 
384 
 harmonic contribution and the respective lower order contribu- 

ion was identified. The investigation into the harmonic contribu- 

ions also revealed a cut-on amplitude at which harmonic contri- 

utions become significant. In terms of the nature of the modes, 

he combustor preferentially exhibited CCW spinning modes close 

o the stability borders, while all other modes were spinning CW. 

undamental and harmonic components were shown to have dif- 

ering nature angles. These differences increased for low-amplitude 

nstabilities. For the first time a clear trend between the ampli- 

ude and the nature of the azimuthal mode was observed, support- 

ng recent theoretical studies [45] which predicted high-amplitude 

odes to be spinning while decreased amplitudes push the modes 

owards standing states. Time-series revealed the distortion of the 

ressure signals due to harmonic components which results in the 

eading edge of the pressure signal having a very steep slope dur- 

ng high-amplitude instabilities. Analysis of the flame dynamics 

lso demonstrated the presence of significant asymmetry in the 

esponse during both low and high-amplitude instabilities, again 

istinguishing the response to these azimuthal modes. A thorough 

haracterization of the setup is provided, giving a detailed descrip- 

ion of the boundary conditions and thereby positioning this study 

s a possible baseline case for future simulation studies. 
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ppendix A. Boundary conditions 

1. Effect of an additional upstream choking plate in the plenum 

To evaluate the influence of the upstream boundary condition, 

 choking plate, resulting in a fully reflecting boundary condition, 

as introduced upstream of the glass bead section in the plenum. 

he choking plate consists of a 10 mm thick steel plate with 25 

oles of diameter 2.2 mm. The investigated set of operating condi- 

ions is limited to ˙ m a = 71 . 46 gs −1 . Amplitudes and nature angles
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Fig. A1. Comparison of three data sets at ˙ m a = 91 . 87 gs −1 with (colored) and with- 

out (grey symbols) upstream choking plate. 
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Fig. A2. Scattering matrix of the sintered metal plate. 

Fig. A3. Measured pressure drop over the sintered metal plate for P H = 0 . 1 , 0.2 and 

� = 0 . 8 . 
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re displayed in Fig. A1 and compared to the results without up- 

tream choking plate (grey symbols). 

Generally, few differences between the two configurations are 

bserved. For P H = 0 . 1 the normalized amplitudes collapse while 

 is slightly lower compared to cases without choking plate for 

 H = 0 . 15 and 0.2. The onsets of the instabilities are identical and

he nature angles show great comparability. In conclusion, the in- 

roduction of the upper choking plate does not alter the stability 

f the combustor in the investigated set of operating conditions. A 

ikely reason for this is the large reflection coefficient of the sin- 

ered metal plate which effectively isolates the combustion cham- 

er from the plenum. 

2. Acoustic characterization 

Boundary conditions constitute crucial parameters for models 

iming to predict the stability of a combustor. Subsequently the 

coustic characterization of certain elements is essential and will 

herefore be presented hereafter. The framework of the scattering 

atrix, which this characterization is based on is well known and 

onstitutes a convenient description to relate the acoustic interac- 

ion between two ducts. For details on the method, the interested 

eader is referred to [ 48 ]. In short, the scattering matrix 

p −x 
p + y 

)
= 

(
S 11 S 12 

S 21 S 22 

)(
p + x 

p −y 

)
(A.1) 

hich is used to characterize the element, relates the travelling 

ave amplitudes p + and p − of two ducts x and y. 

We use an impedance test rig based on two straight ducts 

hich are equipped with microphones and connected by the in- 

estigated element. Speakers on both or one side act as an acous- 

ic source and we use a total of five independent states. The scat- 

ering matrices for the sintered metal plate, the swirler and the 

lass bead section as well as a description of the setup are made 

vailable in the supplemental material S1. Figure A2 displays the 

 11 and S 12 elements (for notation, refer to [ 48 ]) of the sintered

etal plate’s scattering matrix. For a frequency range up to 3kHz, 

 S 11 | lies between 0 . 7 − 0 . 8 thereby describing a strongly reflec-

ive boundary which is likely to be the reason that the introduc- 

ion of an upper choking plate does not alter the stability of the 

ombustor. 
385 
3. Pressure drop over the sintered metal plate 

The sintered metal plate (SIKA B-100 from GKN) is made of 

rass, has a thickness of 22 mm and a porosity of 0.12 at a mean

ore size of 183m. Figure A3 displays the measured pressure drop 

or all air mass flows at � = 0 . 8 and P H = 0 . 1 and 0.2. 

ppendix B. Velocity exit profiles of the injectors 

To investigate the exit velocity profiles, as well as the volume 

ow distribution over the injectors (i.e. the flow asymmetry in 

he combustor), hot-wire measurements were performed under at- 

ospheric and cold flow conditions. The setup in use is a Dan- 

ec Streamline Pro-system equipped with a miniature single wire 

55P11) with a probe size of 1.25 mm. The profile was measured 

 mm downstream of the dump plane and the probe was orien- 

ated both parallel and perpendicular to the traversing direction. 

he investigated flow rate is ˙ m a = 91 . 87 gs −1 and the measure- 

ents were performed in atmospheric conditions. Figure A4 shows 

he results for two traversing directions with the probe orientated 

n parallel. The profile shows a very symmetric pattern. In terms of 

he flow asymmetry of the full annulus, several injectors were in- 

estigated. A comparison of the mass flows calculated based on the 

easured velocity revealed less than 5% difference between the in- 

ectors. This indicates a very symmetric flow distribution. 

ppendix C. Temperature measurements 

The temperature measurements were performed with an Optris 

T Laser 3MH infrared thermometer (spectral range 2.3m, temper- 

ture range 0–600 ◦C and response time 2 ms). The measuring spot 

as a size of 4.5–8 mm depending on the measured location. 

As the IR thermometer cannot measure temperatures through 

ames, the burner has to be switched off to read object temper- 
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Fig. A4. Velocity profile in x and y direction for one injector. 

Fig. A5. Temperature T 1 -T 3 corresponding to temperatures measured at the bluff

body, base plate and inner wall for differing H 2 content. 
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Fig. A6. Detailed view of the combustion chamber showing the measuring posi- 

tions of the temperatures. Red circle depicts measuring spot. 

Table D.2 

Volume flow rates ˙ V , inlet and outlet temperatures T in , T out and heat transfer P cool 

for ˙ m a = 91 . 87 gs −1 at � = 0 . 8 and P H = 0 . 1 and P H = 0 . 2 . 

Circuit ˙ V [L min −1 ] T in [ ◦C] T out [ ◦C] P cool [kW] 

P H = 0.1 Inner 32.9 8.1 55.6 109 

Outer 28.2 8.1 35 52.9 

Back 15.3 8.1 22.9 15.8 

P H = 0.2 Inner 33 8 57.2 113.2 

Outer 28.1 8 35.2 53.3 

Back 15 8 22.8 13 
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tures (see approach of [49] ). Subsequently for the full stability 

ap, only the final temperatures of the bluff body were recorded. 

or the two operating conditions detailed in this work, more de- 

ailed measurements were performed at three locations: Bluff body 

 � = 30 ◦), back plane in between two bluff bodies ( � = 45 ◦) and

t the inner wall ( � = 45 ◦) 45 mm above the dump plane (see

ig. A6 ). 

To retrieve the transients, the temperatures were evaluated af- 

er different run-times, starting from the instant when the target 

ir flow rate was reached ( t = 10 s ). Practically, the combustor was

gnited, run for a certain time, switched off and cooled down until 

 threshold temperature of the bluff body was reached and then 

gnited again. Figure A5 depicts the mean values of three runs for 

ach run time up to 1m. One notes that the wall and bluff body 

emperatures start reaching thermal equilibrium after 50 s and lie 

t temperatures about 350 − 400 ◦C . 

ppendix D. Water cooling 

The water cooling is divided into three cooling circuits: back 

late, inner wall and outer wall. The volume flow is measured by 

mega FPB1400 paddle wheel meters and adjusted with control 

alves. For all operating conditions the flows are set to constant 

alues: ˙ V inner ≈ 33 Lmi n −1 , ˙ V outer ≈ 28 L min 

−1 
, ˙ V back ≈ 15 Lmi n −1 . 

he inlet water temperature fluctuates between 8-10 ◦C. Depend- 
386 
ng on the condition the combustor is operated at, the outlet water 

emperature and thereby the heat transfer over the walls can vary 

ignificantly. For brevity, we will limit the information on the two 

perating conditions which were investigated in detail. The respec- 

ive information can be found in Table D.2 . 

ppendix E 

upplementary material 

Supplementary material associated with this article can be 

ound, in the online version, at doi: 10.1016/j.combustflame.2021.02. 

15 . 
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